Economics 1123
Introduction to Econometrics

Comments
PLEASE COMMENT ON YOUR SECTION LEADER’S TEACHING.

Llaudet, Elena

- Evaluate the course overall: 3 (good)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

Elena Llaudet is a memorable teacher and in the handful of standouts of my time at Harvard.

- Evaluate the course overall: 2 (fair)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

Professor Hirano should watch one of Elena's sections and take notes on pedagogy. She is clear, enthusiastic, encourages us to be involved, and tells us: "this is what you should know and this is how you should apply it." Very clear, very helpful.

- Evaluate the course overall: 4 (very good)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

fabulous. very knowledgeable and helpful

- Evaluate the course overall: 5 (excellent)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

Section Leader explained course concepts in clear and understandable fashion with additional examples and walk-throughs aside from those presented in lecture. Her section notes, posted online, made for an essential resource while completing problem sets or reviewing for exams.

- Evaluate the course overall: 3 (good)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

Loved her!

- Evaluate the course overall: 4 (very good)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 3 (good)

I thought Elena was a very enthusiastic TF, who was good at explaining concepts.

- Evaluate the course overall: 3 (good)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

Elena was an awesome TF. Her lecture slides and one on one help in section were grade savers. Thanks Elena.

- Evaluate the course overall: 3 (good)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

Section: optional, I only missed two classes Elena: awesome

- Evaluate the course overall: 5 (excellent)
- Evaluate your Section Leader overall: 5 (excellent)

Elena was amazing, without her I would not have done well in this class. She really helped my understanding of the material in section, and really worked hard to facilitate participation.
| Evaluate the course overall.: | 3 (good) |
| Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: | 5 (excellent) |
| Elena is the best TF I've had at Harvard thus far. |

| Evaluate the course overall.: | 3 (good) |
| Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: | 5 (excellent) |
| Elena is great. She made lecture notes so clear in section and she always made sure everyone understood the material. |

| Evaluate the course overall.: | 3 (good) |
| Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: | 5 (excellent) |
| Much needed supplement to the lectures. Always well-prepared and obviously knowledgeable of the subject. |

| Evaluate the course overall.: | 3 (good) |
| Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: | 2 (fair) |
| Elena is friendly and approachable, but her presentations are hampered by her poor understanding of the material. |